Communiqué

“Maurice sans Passport”

Following Government decision, to allow French nationals residing in Reunion Island to travel to Mauritius exceptionally on the strength of their French Identity Card during the period 16 August to 10 October 2018 provided that they should:-

(a) spend a minimum of two (2) nights in Mauritius;

(b) meet the usual immigration requirements on their arrival in terms of return air ticket and insurance cover, sufficient financial means as well as confirmed accommodation arrangements;

(c) on arrival produce their valid national identity cards in lieu of their passports as well as the accommodation voucher issued by the travel agency to the Passport and Immigration Control Officers at the point of entry and will be issued with a “Authorisation D’entrée” where immigration Stamp will be affixed to show the duration of stay;

(d) not engage in any gainful occupation during their stay, and

(e) present the Authorisation D’entrée” to the Immigration Control Officers on their departure for Control purpose.